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TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND’TONNEIJINVESTIGATION OF SPOILER

AZLEROl?lFLAP MODEL FtIRTHE HUGHES XF-11 AIRPLANE

By William J. Underwood and Feliclen F. Fullmer, Jr.

SUEMMY

An +hvestizatlon was ma!iein
dlmennional low:turbulence tunnels or a retractable
spoiler aileron on tiheNACA 66(215)-216 (anprox.) air-
foil with a 25-rmrcerit-chmd slott~d flap. The spoiler
aileron, essentially a c--rovedthin nlate arrangdd to
rotate akut a hinge at the center of curvature, moved
edgewise into and out of the wing through a narrow slot
in the u~per surface at 75 parceritof’the airfoil chord.
The effect of spoiler thickness$ spoiler gap, spoiler
bsvel mgle, spoiler rou@ness, und flap deflection on
th’~aerodynamic charqcteri.stlcsof the spoilar aile~on
are presented herein.

The results Indicate that the hinge-moment charac-
teristic of the retractable spoiler aileron were greatly
affected by spoiler thiclmess, rear-cap size, and the
bevel &ngle of the upper face of the spollpr. The best
hinge-moment charaoteri.stiesof the oonflgurations tested
were obt~lned with the thinnest (0.01229c)spoiler which
had a 17 bevel anQe on the upper and lower faces and
roughness on fiheupner face, the largest (O.O1OOC)
spoiler rear gap, and the 0.0013c spoiler forward gap.
The snoiler aileron was sffective In producing a substan-
tial decreasa in the section lift coefficient for all
negative spoiler deflections larger than -3°. The
spoiler effecti~ness narameter Aao/A6a for deflections
above -10° was practically unaffected by increasin

fthe test Reynolds number from 2.5 to 6 milllon. W th
the snoiler in the retracted position, alr flow through
the cut-outs for the spoiler In the upper surface of the
airfoil caused an increase of approx~mately 12 percent
in the minimum prol?lle-dragcoefficient. The inc-ments
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of section pitching-moment coefficient of the airfoil
produced by the spoiler aileron were less positlvo than
those produced by a pla!n sealed flap of equal eff’eo-
tlveness. The advantage of the smaller Increments of
section pitching moment associated with spoiler ailerons
with respect to the lateral-control reversal speed of an
airplane, however, may be dffset by the relatively larger
span required for spoiler ailerons.

INTROD’UOTION

At the request of the Army Air Forces, Air Tbchnlcal
Service Command, tests were conducted to determfne the
section aerodynamic characteristics of the N~cA66(215)-a6
(approx.) a:rfoll section equipped with a slotted flap
and a retractable spoiler aileron. This investigation
was carried out for the purpose of furnishing section
aerodynamic data for a retractable spotler aileron to
be used in combination with 20-percent-chord Internally
balanced ailerons for lateral control with anproxhately
a 90-percent-semispan slotted flap for the wing of the
Hughes XF-11 airplam (fig. 1). ‘Ike internally balanced-
aileron, located outboard of the slotted flap, was
designed to be used as a feeler aileron which requires
that the whael force due to deflection of the spoiler
aileron be small in magnitude as compared to the wheel
force resulting from deflection of the feeler aileron.

Tbsts to detezmine the spoiler load, effectiveness,
hinge-moment, and alrfoll profile-drag characteristics
were carried out In the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel. Additional tests at a higher Reynolds
number to determine the spoiler effectiveness, airfoil
profile drag, and pitchin~ moment were carried out in
the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure
tunnel.

SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS

a. airfoil section figle of attack

cl airfoil section llft coefficient

cd. airfoil section profile-drag coefficient
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airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient
about quarter-chord point- ----------

free-stream dynamio pressure

spoiler aileron.def’lection,positive when the
upper face is deflected below airfoil upper
surface

flap deflection, positlvg when t-hetrailing edge
is deflected down

free-stream total.pqqssure

local static pressure

()

~“P
pressnr”ecoefficient —

q.
spoiler aileron hing”em’ome~t,-aositim when

spollor tends to retract into recess

mean radius of spoi-leraileron

thickness of spoiler aileron ‘“

span of spoiler aileron

spoiler aileron seotion hinge-moment coefft-

()

h
ci.ent —

q“%%

increment in section lift coefficient due to
spoiler aileron deflection measured-at a
constant angle of attack .

increment of section angle of attack-due to
spoiler aileron deflection measured at a “
constant llft coefficient “

section.aileron effectiveness parameter, ratio
of’change in section -gle of attack to
increment of spoiler alle.rondeflection to
main%dn const~t’~lift ‘ ‘“““ “

increment of’seotion pitching-moment coefficient
at constant lift due to spoiler aileron
deflection ..

.
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MODgL. ‘

A cast alumlnum model having a 24-inch chord and
35.62-inch span was made to correspend to the contour
of an intermediate.section of the wing of the Hughes .
XF-11 airplane (fig. 2). The model was equipped wtth a
25-percent-chord slotted flap. The ordinates of the
airfoil including the flap are given In table I.

A retractable snoiler aileron having a span of
33•~ inches was installed at t~ 75-peroent-chord
station and rotated.about a hinge axis at a point
66.4 nercent chord aft of the leading edge and
5.31 percent chord above the chord llne of the alrfoil.
Inasmuch as the width of the tunnel-test section Is
36 inches, a gap of approximately 1.25 inches existed
between each end of the spoiler and the tunnel wall.
The spoiler aileron retracted through the uuper surface
into a recess within the airfoil contour. The model
was so designed that the thickness of the spoiler aileron
and the rear gap between the spoiler rear face and the
uuner surface of the airfoil could be varied. The for-
ward gap between the spoiler front face”and the upper
surface was held constant at CJ.13percent chord regardless
of the spoiler thickness or rear-gap size. A sketch of
the general model arrangement showing the spoiler and
snoiler-slot details is given In figure 3. As shown in
figure 3, the spoiler aileron was a curved plate with
the original unper and lower faces formed by radial lines
through the hinge axis. During the investigation the .
upper and lower faces of the snoiler were baveled as
shown In figure 3. Hereafter the angle between the
orlglnal radial and the altered surface will be referred
to as the bevel angle. With a bevel angle of 17°, both
the upner and lower faces of the spoiler were ~arallel
to the ai.rfailsurface when they emerged from the air-
foil. The spoiler aileron was sunported along the span
of the model by webs (figs. 2(a) and 3) located at
5.03 inches and 14..97inches either side of’the center
line of the model spw. To allow free movement of these
webs for full-spoiler deflection, chordwise slots were
cut at the four positions as previously noted. A typical
cut-out In the upper surfaoe Is shown in figure 4. Pres”
sure orifices were installed in the center of’the span
of the 1.04-percent-chord-thickspoiler at positions
shown In figure 5 and in the aileron recess at tks posi-
tions shown In figure 3.
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The relation between spoiler deflection in degrees
as presented In the results herein to spoiler projection

...,.... tn percent chord-is shown in figure 6.- .

APPARATUS ANP TESTS

Lift, drag, and p~tchlng-momentmeasurements of
the model were made by the methods described jn refer-
ence 1. The hinge moment of’me spoiler aileron was
measured by means of a calibrated torque rod. The .
following factors were applied to correct the tunnel
data to free-air oonditione:

‘z = 0.977CZ1 “

cd = 0.989cd f
o 0

=0 = 1.015ao?

where the nrimed quantities renresent the values
measured .inthe tunnel.

Table II gives the model configurations tested in
the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulmce tunnel at a
dynamic nressure of approximately 53 pounds per square
foot, which correspond to a Reynolds number of 2.5 mll~on
and a Mach number of 0.18. Configuration 9 of table II
was also tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence pressure tunnel at a dynamic pressure of
approximately 76 pounds per square foot and a tank pres-
sure of 60 pounds per s uare inch, which corresponds to
a Reynolds number of 6.% milllon and a Mach number
of 0.11.

The roughness applied to the upper face of the
spoiler aileron for configurations 7 and 9 consisted

-. of O.01-inoh carbcwundum orystals imbedded in shellac.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this investigation are presented in
table III and figures 7 to 20. The surface pressures



obtained over the sDoilar surfacs and In the spoiler
recess are nresented in table ITI In the fom of the
pressure coefficient S and should provide data for the
structural design of the spoiler.

Hinge-mament Characterlstlos of spoiler alleron.-
The eff’ector a decrease m Spoiler alleron rear gap
on the hinge-moment coefficients of the l.O&percent-
chord-thick spoilsr Is shown In fianre.7. A“study of
figure 7(a) shows that the hinge-moment coefficients of
the spoiler aileron at an angle of attack of 0° vary
irregularly with spoiler deflection and excessively
high positive hinge-moment coefficient exists at spoiler
dsflectlons of’approxiimtely -2° and -500- As the rear-
gap size was decreased, the hinge-moment coefficients
became more negative and the Irragular varlatlon of the
hinge-moment coef.ficlentsIncreased to such an extent
that finally the snoiler (configuration k) became over-
balanced through the greater part of the deflection
range. The effect of reducing the rear gap was approxi-
mately the same for an angle of attack of 7.11° as for
an angle of attack of’OO. Increasing tlheangle of
attack also caused the high positive hinge-moment
coefficients for small negative spoiler deflections to
be reduced. me hinge-moment characteristics of the
spoiler aileron wore annroxlmatel~ the same for the
flap retracted and deflected conditions (fig. bI( ))
Since the hinge moment of the spoiler aileron s dud
to the difference in the nressures on the upner and
lower faces of the spo.iler,a rapid change in these
pressures wI1l cause a corresponding change in the
hinge moment. ‘Ibispressure change accounts for th
rapid chanae in the hinge-moment coefficient just as
the upper face of the spoiler emerges fr”omthe recess.

If the following airplane dimensions and conditions
are assumed:

Wing area, square feet . . . . . “.. . . . . . . . . 939
Weight, pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48,000
Control whesl diameter, feet . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Area moment of (one) spoiler aileron upper
face about the hlng axis, cubic foot

{

0.28
(3°<6s <-30) .. 0...0 4

Meohanlcal advantage
(-45°<6a <-519 . . . . . . 1
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the approximate wheel force at 400 miles per hour at
15,000 feet required to hold the enoiler aileron con-
figuration 1 (fig. 7(a)) at a deflection of -2° would
be 7.6 pounds and at -500, 4.2 ounds.

T
From the hinge-

moment charaaterlstlcs (fig. 7 and from..the.approxlmate
wheel-force calculations it was apparent that the wheel
force due to deflection of the 0.0104c-thick spoiler
with any of the rear-gan sizes tested would be uneven
and, at times, excessive. In order to reduce the absolute
magnitude of the spoiler htnge moments, the thiclmess
of the spoiler was reduced from O.O1O4C to 0.0028c.
Attempts were made to reduce the irregular variation of
hinge-moment coefficient witQ spoiler deflection by
beveling the faces of the spoiler.

The effect of various bevel angles of tbe upper and
lower faces of the thin snoiler is shown in figure 8.
A comparison of the hinge-zmment characteristics of
cafiguration 1 (fig. 7) with ccznflgurations5 and 8
(fig. 8 ) shows that, in general, beveling the upper
and lower faces and reducing the thickness of the spoiler
caused the peak hinge-moment coeff’iolentsoccurring at
spoiler deflections of -20 and -500 to be opposite In
sign and approximately half the magnitude of the curve
for configuration 1. Comnarlson of Ehe data for various
bevel angles at low angles of attack presented in fig-
ure 8 shows that the hinge-moment characteristics for
small deflections are extremely sensitive to relatively
small changes In the bevel angle. As the spoiler lower
face emerges from the recess at a deflection of -4,70
(fig. 6), the hinge-moment coefficients showed a rapid
change at negative deflections greater than approxi-
mately -45° as a result of air flow under the spoiler
lower face.

& effect on the hinge-moment Charaotedlstics of
applylng roughness to the u per face of the spoiler is
shown by comparing figures x and 9. It can be seen that
the application of roughness to the upper faoe of the
spoiler (conflguratlon 9) eliminated some of the
irregularities in the hinge-moment-coefficientcurves
near Oo spoiler deflection. This change is believed to
be due to the roughness causing Irregular flow of the
air over the upper face of the spoiler aileron as it

●merged from the recess and this irregular flow, In turn,
tentled’tospread therapld ohanges in pressure loading
which were respon-siblefor the unstable hinge-moment
charaoterlstlcs near zero spoiler deflection over a
larger range of spoiler deflections. These results
would indicate that further improvement In the hlnge-
moment characteristics could be obtained by scalloping

..d
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the upper face of
spoiler in such a
the spoiler along
the reoess at the.

the snoiler s?mnwise or
marine;that the various
the”wing span would not
same time.

. .
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by rlgglng the
sections of
emerge from

The hinge-moment coefficients for spoiler aileron
conflguratlofi9 are presented In figure 18 for various
angles of attack at flap deflections of O 200, and 40°.
With Increasing angle or attaok the large &ange In
hinge-moment coefflclants for small deflections was
reduced with the result that the hinge-moment coefficients .
varied almost llnearly with spo~ler deflection at the
higher angles of attack. If the aforementioned airplane
dimensions and conditions are again.assumed, the approxi-
mate wheel force at 4.00miles per how at 15,000 feet
required to hold the spoiler aileron configuration 9 at
a deflection of -2° Would be 3.3 pounds and at -45°s
12 pounds. From the hinge-moment characteristics (fig. 10)
and from the approximate wheel-force calculations It was
apparent that the wheel forces corresponding to the
observed hinge-moment coefficients of spoiler aileron
configuration 9 between deflections of 3° and -45° would
be small in magnttude as compared to the wheel forces
due to the deflection of the feeler ailerons. Furthermore,
to obtain a smooth variation In the wheel force for
small deflectl.onsof the control whee~ it would”seem
advantageous to rig the spoiler and feeler ailerons in
such a manner that the negative deflection of ths spoiler
would lag the deflection of the upgolng feeler aileron
by several degrees.

Effectiveness of spoiler aileron.- The effect of
changes in the spoiler rear-gup size, bevel angle, and
the application of roughness to the upner face of the
spoiler on the section lift characteristics was small,
as shown in figures 7, 8, and 9. As mentioned previously,
at a deflection of -4.7°the lower face of the spoiler
emerges from the recess and tk thin spoiler aileron at
that deflection becomes ineffective in producing any
firther change in the section lift coefficient.

The effect of angle of attack and flap deflection
on the section llft characteristics of the airfoil
produced by ths deflection of the spoiler aileron is
presented in figures 10 and 11. Ihasinuchas the spoiler
aileron, since it is used on only one wing at a time,
does not operate at approximately constant lift as with
conventional ailerons but at some condition between
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constant llft and constant angle of attack, ~ analysis
of the effectiveness of the spoiler aileron has been made..
at–-bothconstant engle of attack and cons.tant-.lfit.-

The effect of changes In the angle of attack and
flap deflection on the “Incrementof section lift .coef-
-ficient Act due to spoiler deflection 1$ shown In
figures 12 and 13. In-general, the increment Ac~ due
to a given deflection of the spoiler decreased as the
angle of attack was inoreas~: ~~i ~ 12].

Y
~~~on angles

of attack of approximate
z

at 8
-4° to 4° at 6

f t= 20°, 2 to 9° at 6 = 0°, increasing
the test Reyno dS number f’I’01112.5 to % million caused
a decrease in the Increment Act or effectiveness of
the spoiler aileron when based on tlk constant angle-
of-attack conception. At the higher anglea of attack,
the Increment AC% increased with Reynolds number.
Thls effect was caused by @ inorease in the lift and
lift-curve glope at thb higher angles of attack with
the spoiler neutral, slmllar to that shown in figure 14.,
in combination with a decrease in the lift-curve slope
with the spoiler deflected up. The increment Acz for
all spoiler deflections increased with flap deflacti.on
up to 200 (fig. 13). At a flap deflection of 40° the
Inorement Ac~ increased -furtherfor spoiler deflections
greater than -1oo and decreased for Snoller deflections
less than and Includlng -1OO. The results at a flap
deflectfl.onof 40°0(fig. 12j show.that for a ile.olds
number of 6 million a spoiler deflection of -3~was
ineffective tn producing any change in the lift at “
angles of attack less than 7°.

. .

The effectiveness of the spoiler allpron based on
the constant llft conception is shown In figure 15.
It can be seen that the effectiveness parameter dao/Atia
varied considerably with spoiler deflection”and only
slightly with lift coefficient except for spoiler
deflections of -3° and -1OO. ~creasing the flap
deflection from 0° to 40° caused the effectiveness
parameter to increase for spoiler deflections larger
than -1OO. Increasing the test Re~olda number from
2.5 to 6 million caused only a sllght change In the
effecti-yenessparameter for spoiler deflections larger
than -lO”; Wi”lih’lrith; l@noIds ‘numb’ernwrlgeInvestigated,
therefore, It 1s apparent that only if the spoiler effec-
tiveness analysis is based on the constant angle-of-attack
conception Instead of constant lift w1ll saale effect
cause an appreciable decrease in the spoiler effectiveness...

.. . .. —
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me increment “Aao due to deflecting the spoiler
aileron to -45° would be 7.4° (f’fgi15, Qz = O.zs
8f = 00) as compared to an increment Aao of approxi-
mately 18° due to a total def’lect.ionof 40° (~20°) for .
a 0.20c conventional aileron. It is apparent,“therefore,
If equal rolling velocities are to be obtained, a spoiler
aileron of the type tested should cover a larger portion
of the wing semlspan than a conventional aileron. This
longer spoiler span 1s entirely feasible, however,
because of the small wheel forces ~sulting from use of
a spoiler of the type investigated.

~
.- The effect of the total spoiler gap

in the upper sur ace on the drag characteristics of the
airfoil at a Reynolds number of 2.5 milllon Is shown
in figure 1.6. These result’sshow that the section
profile-drag coefficient was lowest with the O.01.41c
spoiler total gap. The spanwise variation of’the section
profile-drag coefficient of the airfoil at a Reynolds
number of 6 milllon with spoiler aile-ronconfiguration 9,
which had a total gap of O.Ol~}lc,is shown in figure 17.
The peaks occurring in the drag-coefficient curves
(figs. 16 and 17) at 5 inches either side of the center
line appear-to be caused by air flow in the chordwise
slots in the alrfoll upper surface. (See fig. 4.)
Profile-drag-coefficientpolars for different spoiler
deflections are nresented in figure 18. The section
profile-drag coefficients rresented In this figure were
average valuoa obtained from surveys over a 20-inch
section of the model span”as shown in figure 17. Becaude
of the difflculttes tn making wake surveys behind the
,deflectedspoiler, the qrofile-drag.coefficients may be
In error as much as 15 percent.

The effect of leakage”of air in and out of the
slots on the profile-drag coefficient of the airfoil
with the spoiler retracted 1S shown In figure 19. It
man be seen that Lhe mlnlmum profile-drag coefficient
of the airfoil was increased approximately 12 percent
by air flow.

Airfoil pitching moments.- The pitching-moment
characterlstics of the airfotl section at several .
;poiler aileron deflections are sh~wn in figure 11.

.

.~cause the change in pitching moment produced by lateral-
“ control devices is of primary importance for determining
the lateral-control rewrsal.speed, figure 20 presents
the increment in the pitching-moment coefficient A%

CA
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based on the increment of section angle of attack
produced by defleotlon of the spoiler atleron. A
study of figure 20 shows that as the flap was deflected,
the increment b%c~ Increased, and as the lift coef-

ficient was increasbd, the increment decreaaed.

The Increment A~c at, CL = O,

6

for the same

airfoil (NACA 66(215)-21 with a 0.20c sealed plain
flap (reference 1) was Included in figure 20 to judge
the relative merits of the spoiler aileron and a plain
sealed flap with respeot to wing twist or lateral-control
reversal speed. When a comparison i$ made at the same
increment of section angle of attack, the increment of
section pitching moment .producbdby the spoiler aileron
is about 60 percent of the increment of section pitching
moment produoed by a 0.20c plaln sealed flap or.aileron.
This agrees with the conclusion of’reference 2 that the
section pitching moments produced by spoiler ailerons
were less positive than those prod~~cedby the plain

. flaps of equal effectiveness. The advantage of the
smaller increments of section pitching moment associated
with spoiler ailerons with respect to the lateral-control
reversal speed of an airplane, however, may be offset
by the relatively larger span required for spoiler
ailerons.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation of a retractable
spoiler aileron used as a lateral-control devioe on an
NACA 66(215)-216 (approx.) airfoil section with a
0.25c slotted flap indicated the following conclusions:

1. The hinge-moment characteristics of.the
retractable spoiler aileron were greatly affected by
spoiler thickness, rear-gap size, and bevel angle of
the upper face of the spoiler. The best hinge-moment
characteristics of the confi urations tested were
obtained with the thiMeSt (6.0028.) spoiler which
had a 17° bevel angle on the upper and lower faces of
the spoiler and roughness on the upper face, the largest
(OOOIOOC) spoiler rear gap, dnd the 0.0013c spoiler
forward gap.

2. The spoiler aileron was effective in producing
a substantial decrease in the seotion lift coefficient
for ~1 negative spoiler deflections larger than -3°.
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3. The spoiler effectiveness parameter Aao/A8a
for deflections above -10° was practically unaffected
by Increaalng the test Reynolds number from 2.5 to 6 mil-
1ion.

4..with the spoiler In the retracted ~ositlon, air
flow through the cut-outs for the spoiler in the upper .
surface of the airfoil caused an increase of approxi-
mately 12 nercent in the minimum profile-drag coefficient

5. The increments of section pitching-moment coef-
ficient of the airfoil produced by the spoiler aileron
were less positive than those produced by a nlain sealed
flap of equal effectiveness. The advantage of the
smaller increments”of section pitching moment associated
with spoiler ailerons with respect to the lateral-control
reversal speed of’-an airplane, however, may be offset
by the relatively larger span required for spoiler
ailerons. .

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.

. .
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TABLE I

ORDIlfA’l%SF3R THE SPOILER AILERON PLAP MODELFORTHENOGRNSXF-11AIRPLANE

~t.tlcmaand ordinate. ara givw in ~roent of tlm airfoil chor.i]

Airfoil Flap slot ilap

Matlon Upper airfoil Lower airfoil U:$rmel;t Uoyd::gt lJp~d;pfitiap Limer flap
ordinate ordinata ordinate

o
0.50
0.75 !:?3 !:$
1.25 1.5 3
2.50 ::% 2.11
5.00 $:62: 1?2.89

J.50

15.00
~:l.& ~:g

20.00
25.00
3;.::

~:~ ! 65
$.!5Z

i 0:00 8:906
45.00

‘ 2:5!2

?);:
6.$27

~o. oo 6. 85
55.00 .
60.00

6.~22
6.287

65.00
70.00

p?;
2:;U

74.617 “-----
75.00 5.898 k ;??

1.456
0.109 3.037 2.284

~::~ 5.608
‘1’.E. Radlua =

;:%3
0.125

5.313
$;; p~~

;:W
3.295 2.832

81.25 4.400
3.084 3.66o

3.833
3.293 3.084

82.5o 4.092
133.lg5

3.921
T.E. Radlua=

m

85:00
0.032

3.
90.00

2.091
1.126

92.50
95.00
.50

::p

Vvdll”u-dm“..+{,..n nm------ I 1 1 I I.-—-. =-. -.-.. .....
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TABLE II .

DE90RIPTION OF VARIOUS TEST CONH GURAIZONSFOR THE SPOIIJ3RAILERON FLAP M-
FOR THE HUGHES XF-11 AIRPLANE

(See fIgures 2 and 3 for general arrangement.)

All dimensions unless Otherwise noted are given in percent of airfoil chord

Conflguratlon Spoiler SpoilerspOiler Fo~~d
N@er ‘Ihickness *D Re&$

1 l.@. 0.13 1.00
2 1.01+ 0.13 0.77
3 1.04 0.13 0.51

4 1.(I+ 0.13 O*4
5 0.28 0.13 1.00

6 0.28 0.13 1.00

7 0.28 0.13 1.00

8 0.28 0.13 1.00

9 0.28 0013 1.00

Spoiler surfaoe conditions

Both faces radial, no roughnean.
Both faces radial. no rotu?hness..

Both faces radial, no roughness.

Both ~aces radial, no roughness.

Spoiler beveled 30° on upper face,
lower face radial, no rough 088.
S oiler beveled 10° on upper face,
Beveled 17° On the lower taco, no
ro u@ules8.

Spoiler beveled 10° on upper face,
beveled 17° on t:; #:~:: face,
rouuhnesa on UPP

Spoiler beveled 17° on both faces,
no rough ess.

Spoiler beveled 17° on both faces,
roughness on upper face.
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(For looation of pressure tubes see figures ~ and 5. ) @iMITIEE ~D@AIMAUTKS

(Configuration nud.m 1; Reynolds number = 2.50x106;Maoh n-er = 0.18
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(a) Three-quarterfrontviewofmodelshowingthespoilerwebs.

Figure2.- Photographsshowingthespoilerarrangementandthechordwiseslotsinthe
airfoiluppersurfaceforthespoilerwebs. SpoileraileronflapmodelfortheHughes
XF-11 airplane.





(c) Three-quartertopviewofmodelshowingthespoileraileronslotsintheairfoil
uppersurface.

Figure2.- Concluded.



Airfoil chord, 4.00 in.
spoiler spare,33.4Lb.

Spoiler webs are Lxated The npoller deflection i~ measured

5,031and14.967inches from airfoil upper surface to the
elther Bide of the uPPer face of 8polLer; the algn is
mtiel centerline. negative for spoiler deflection

abowe airfoil surface and is positive
for deflections below e.irfollupper
surface.

4 0.664 t,\\
h 40’3

+ 0.25
< 1,000

‘x

10, 17, and 30 degree bevels were cut

*

10° 70 30’J
onLhe 0.28-Pementchord thick spoiler.

Carborundum roughuesa -as applied to tMa face ofthe spoiler aller

All dimensims are giTon in
fraotiomof the alrfollOH
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Snoiler chamber oriflceaL–

Figure 3.- *otoh showing &o general modal arrange-at, spoiler and ●ollor
for tb EtlghesX& *lane.
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All dimensions are given in
fractions of the airfoil chord

Figure b.- Sketch showing the chordwise slots in the airfoil upper surface
for the spoiler webs for the o.28-percent airfoil chord spoiler. Spoiler
aileron flap model for the HughesXF-11airplane.
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Orifleea 19,20,d 21 are in
apoller slot end are shown
in figure. 3. /

ininche*andwAll dimensions are given

along each surface.

Figure 5.- Sketch showing the location of the pressure orifices in the
l.O&percent airfoil chord spoiler for the spoiler aileron flap model
for the Hughes XF-11 airplane.
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Figure 6.- Variation of spoiler projection In percent of airfoil chord
with spoiler deflection in degrees for the spoiler aileron flap
model for the Hughes xF-11 airplane.
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(a) a. = 00.
.

FIKUW7.. Variation of aectlon hinge-mommt and lift coefficient with spoiler rear gap
Mmens ion for the spoiler aileron flap model for the Hughes XF-11 airplane.
LTT teet 392. R =.2.5 x I06;
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1Figure 8.-‘h effect of npoller bevel engle on the sectl.mnhinge-dent ~d Uft c~tafiatls~ Of *S wl.hr tier= flw .
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model for the Hughes XF-11 airplene. Spoiler upper face smooth;
,.~, ,

= 00: R = 2.5 x 10G; LIT tast 392. .— -..
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lWgure9.- 6ec.tlonhinge-moment smd Mf t characterl?ticn for the ●poller aileron flap model for the Engbu ~-11 a.irplana.
EEEElK

Spoiler upper face rough; 6f = o“; R = 2.5 x @; UT teat 392.
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FigW8 10.- Section hinga-mora?mtand lift characteristics for the spoiley aileron flap model for the HughesXF-1.lairplma.
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Configuration number 9; R = 2.5x 106; LTT test 393.
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Sactlon angle of attack, ao, deg

Figure 12.- Variation of the lncrenmnt of section lift ccmfflclent with section angle of
attack for the spoiler flap model for the Hughes XF-11 airplane. Configuration number 9.
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Flap deflection, 6f , deg

- Variation of the Increment of section lift
‘%’%%i.on for the spoiler aileron fl~p nmdel for the

Configuration number 9; R = 6.o x 10 .

0 20 40

.
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Figure 4.- Variation of 8ection lift coefficient with Reynolds nun-
ber for fla deflections of 0°, 20°, m: 40°. Spoiler aileron flap

Emodel for t e Hughes XF-11 airplane. s = 30.
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o .4 98 I-Z 1=6 2=0 ZOZ
Section lift coefficient, cl

F%eWe 15.- Varlation of spoiler effectiveness parameter,
* ‘ ‘ith

8eCt5.On lift coefficient for the s oiler ~leron flap model for the
Hughes XF-11 airplane. $Configura ion number 9.
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Spol~;em;~ gap
Seotion lift c onriguratiQn

coefficient, cz No. (percent airfoil chord)
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Slot In airfoil upper Surfaoe .. ...
v-,,, for apoller aileron support webs >: L

Distance from centerline, inches .~~~:[!;~.~~{ right
-d. . ..

Figure 1.6.- Spanwlae variation of the profile drag coefficient with
spoiler rear-gap dimension for the spoiler aileron flap model for
the Hughes XF.11 airplane. b~ s af = oo; R = 2.5x 106; LIT
test 392.
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Figure 17. - Spanwlse variation of the section profile-ch.agcoefficient for the spoiler aileron flap nmdel for.the Hughes
XF-11 airplmie. Configuration number 9; 6~ = 30; af e oo; R . 600 x 106; IIYl test 799.
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~igure~8.- Average section >rofile-drag characteristics over a

20-inch-kpan section of the spoiler aileron flap model for the
Hughes XF-11 airplane. Configuration number 9;. bf = 00;

R= 6.0 X :06; ‘IDT test 799.
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e 1 .- Avers e section profiledra characteriatic8 over a
“%%?~span. seckon of the spoiler aiferon flap model for the
H@esI XF-11 airplane.

‘f = OO; 6a =3°; R = 6.0 X 106:
l?DTteat 799.
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In

NACA 66(215)-216 airfoll,with 0.200
~plain flap; 6+ , 0° (reference 1)
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Figure 20.- Variation of the increment of section pitching-moment
coefficient with the increment of section angle of attack for
the apoller aileron flap model for the Hughes XZ’-11airplane.
Configuration nwnber 9.
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